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Industrial control systems (ICS), or the hardware and software that monitor and control physical equipment and processes for critical infrastructure, such as water, oil, gas, energy and utilities, as well as automated manufacturing, pharmaceutical processing and defense networks, present a wildly attractive target for those who seek to cause disruption or to threaten infrastructure for their own purposes. Because of the significant costs of designing, developing and optimizing control systems, those seeking to gain technical data for their own use also target them.

SANS recognized the growing concerns about attacks on this sector with the appearance of Stuxnet and began developing an ICS security-specific practice, including a growing selection of educational offerings and an annual survey of professionals working or active in industrial control systems. Since our first ICS security survey, we have seen such disturbing events as the 2014 German steel mill incident and ICS-targeting malware such as Havex and Dragonfly.

In 2015, we conducted our third survey on ICS security, which was taken by 314 respondents. Their answers indicate their organizations are concerned about keeping their most basic ICS operations running reliably and safely. They also show an increasing uncertainty over whether their systems had been infiltrated without their knowledge.

The results also echo other industry data indicating more frequent targeting of industrial control systems, particularly energy-generation systems. Data also shows that those targeted attacks have resulted in a rising number of breaches.

---

**Industrial Control Systems (ICS)**

Monitor and control industrial and infrastructure processes; referred to in different industries as supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, process control systems (PCS), process control domains (PCD), or building automation and control systems (BACS)

---

3 https://securityledger.com/2014/07/industrial-control-vendors-identified-in-dragonfly-attack
While control system networks are not necessarily more opaque than IT systems, the available tools to map and monitor their traffic and attached devices have been less robust than their IT counterparts. It is essential that industry leaders provide their security practitioners with the tools, training and resources to gain the insight needed to protect these critical assets.

Threat vectors do vary, but the top vector consists of external actors (hacktivists or nation states). Threats from these sources were chosen by 73% as one of the top three threat vectors. Although 25% of respondents’ breaches were attributed to current employees (insiders), 48% cited insider threat as being among the top vectors.

By reading this report, ICS professionals will gain insight into the challenges facing peers, as well the approaches being employed to reduce the risk of cyberattack.
Survey Participants

The 314 respondents who actively maintain, operate or provide consulting services to facilities maintaining industrial control systems, energy and utilities (29%), together with related oil and gas production or delivery (5%), far outweigh other industry segments. The “Other” category accounted for 21% and consisted of a mix of respondents providing business and government services to this industry. And 13% of respondents came from business services. Only engineering services and control system equipment manufacturers accounted for 5% of our sample. All other sectors were represented by less than 4% of the respondents.

Of the respondents, 70% work in companies of more than 1,000 employees, and 28% work in companies with more than 15,000 employees. These numbers indicate that industrialized processes and their support services are typically provided by larger enterprises.

While respondents’ organizations primarily operate or support control systems in the United States, we observed an increase in the number of respondents’ employers outside the U.S., rising from 16% in 2014 to 22% in this survey, with increases fairly evenly distributed across all regions of the world. Table 1 provides a look at the international reach of respondents’ organizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country or Region</th>
<th>Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Pacific (APAC)</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia/New Zealand</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctica region</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Roles

The majority of respondents fall into two categories: security administration/security analyst, chosen by 31% of respondents, and security manager/director or officer, selected by 15% of the sample. This result corresponds with the findings from 2014. Figure 1 shows the roles respondents play.

We saw a significant increase in security design engineers in 2015, nearly doubling from 2014 in overall percentage to 12%, as well as in ICS security specific consultants. This is a positive trend, given that these individuals have a perspective on operational concerns that generally differs from that of the administrative group.
Control System Security Training

It is clear from our results that most of our respondents hold security certifications, but the largest number of these (52%) is not specific to control systems, such as the CISSP, CISA or CompTIA. Less than half (43%) have completed the GICSP and even fewer the ISA99/IEC (13%) or IACRB (12%). IT security education is valuable, particularly with the converging technology trends, but it does not translate directly to ICS environments. We highly recommend that everyone working with the security of control systems and their networks be trained in ICS-specific considerations. See Appendix A, “ICS Security Training,” for additional information.

5 Certified Information Systems Security Professional
6 Certified Information Systems Auditor
7 Global Industrial Cyber Security Professional
8 International Society of Automation’s ISA99: Cybersecurity Expert
9 Information Assurance Certification Review Board’s SCADA Security Architect
Survey respondents indicated that their primary business concern regarding the security of control systems was ensuring the reliability and availability of control systems (35%). This was followed by ensuring the health and safety of employees—a distant second at 15%. The third most-pressing concern was lowering of risk/improving security at 13%. These same concerns fall in the top four overall concerns:

- Ensuring reliability and availability: 68%
- Lowering risk/improving security: 40%
- Preventing damage: 28%
- Ensuring health and safety: 27%

Control system reliability and availability are often considered in conflict with efforts to secure those systems, and this issue has gained attention recently. The increasing utilization of IP-based technologies in control system environments has brought with it well-known security concerns. Unfortunately, the methods and tools long in use in IT can be highly disruptive in the ICS space. The need for nondisruptive methods to secure control systems, without awaiting the infrequent shutdowns of these systems, is leading to new products and solutions. See Figure 2 for a ranking of business concerns.

What are your primary business concerns when it comes to security of your control systems? Rank the top three, with “1” indicating the most important driver.
The fifth most highly rated concern, protecting external people and property, fell from the top position (21%) in our previous survey to 10% in just one year. It is unclear what this means. There is clearly a shift in either the attitudes of our respondents or in their perceptions of the attitudes of their companies.

**Risk Perception**

General-purpose computing assets (human–machine interface [HMI], server, workstations) running commercial OSes are considered to be at greatest risk of compromise by 44% of respondents. Penetration and assessment teams often find routes into control system networks through corporate IT, so it is not surprising that the runner-up, chosen by 14% as their primary concern, is connection of office networks to the internal systems.

Although exploit kits targeting industrial control systems have begun to proliferate, penetration testers know their fastest route onto an ICS network is often through connected business systems. See Figure 3.

---

**Which control system components do you consider at greatest risk for compromise?**

*Rank the top three, with “1” indicating the component at greatest risk.*

- Computer assets (HMI, server, workstations) running commercial operating systems (Windows, UNIX, Linux)
- Connections to other internal systems (office networks)
- Network devices (firewall, switches, routers, gateways)
- Embedded controllers and other components such as PLCs (programmable logic controllers) and IEDs (intelligent electronic devices)
- Control system communication protocols used (Modbus, DNP3, Profinet, Profibus, Fieldbus, TCP/IP)
- Wireless communication devices and protocols used in the automation system
- Control system applications
- Connections to the field SCADA network
- Physical access systems
- Plant historian
- OLE for process control (OPC)
- Other

---

*Figure 3. Components at Greatest Risk for Compromise*
Survey respondents indicate that the focus remains on securing IT devices and applications, rather than on the industrial control system components themselves. The relative maturity of security tools and practices for general-purpose computers and commercial operating systems may be contributing to the greater attention they receive. Options for securing ICS systems and networks are newer and less tested. Still, technologies such as security information and event management (SIEM) solutions and passive network anomaly detection systems, enabling greater insight into control system networks with decreased risk of operational disruptions, have begun to grow in number and establish their safety and reliability.

**Threat Perception**

Recognizing that decision influencers often deal more closely with the details of operations, we refined our survey from last year. In addition to asking for the respondents’ perceptions, we added a question to learn how decision makers and decision influencers perceived the threat. Figure 4 compares these two groups’ perceptions.

Our respondents believe decision makers’ concern with cybersecurity threats has decreased over the past year, with significant percentages moving from the highest to more moderate levels of concern. This change may be due to advances in organizational security programs providing better situational awareness and protection. Respondents’ answers, however, indicate decision influencers are notably more concerned than decision makers, with relatively higher numbers rating their perception of threat as High or Severe, perhaps attesting to their being closer to the problem and playing a more hands-on role in threat mitigation.

**TAKEAWAY:**

*Don’t Forget the Data!*

Protect data as well as devices. Make multiple levels of backups, verify all current configuration settings and firmware, and limit access to configuration and firmware privileges. Follow strict change-control procedures when you do need to make changes.
Incident Detection

A clear year-over-year trend emerged in respondents’ answers to our question about recent control system infiltration. It appears that more breaches are occurring, with 9% of respondents acknowledging six or more breaches in 2014, and 17% noting six or more breaches in 2015. More organizations also acknowledge the possibility of breaches taking place without their knowledge.

Interestingly, due to company policy, 24% were unable to answer whether they’d been attacked—a testament to the tradition of keeping information about potential breaches close to the vest. Figure 5 removes those respondents and shows that 32% of the remaining respondents have experienced a recognized attack.

TAKEAWAY:
Know what is normal.

Lack of visibility into control system devices and networks is one of the greatest barriers to securing these resources. Without awareness of normal communications and activity, it’s impossible to properly evaluate or improve security of assets. Operations and security staff must be able to visualize and verify normal network operations to detect and assess possible abnormalities and respond to potential breaches.

---

Figure 5. Have your control systems been breached?

Have your control system cyber assets and/or control system network ever been infected or infiltrated?

- 48.8% Not that we know of
- 12.2% Yes
- 32.3% No, we’re sure we haven’t been infiltrated
- 4.9% We’ve had suspicions but were never able to prove it
- 1.8% We don’t know and have no suspicions

---

Of those who acknowledge a breach, 32% could not put a number on how many incidents had occurred. This reinforces the lack of visibility respondents have into the security of their assets. See Figure 6.

Another third reported experiencing more than two breaches within the past year, and the group who believed their systems had been infiltrated six to 10 times in that period more than tripled, increasing from 3% in 2014 to 11% in 2015. This is a dramatic increase and supports the widely reported increasing frequency of attacks on control systems.11

Both the degree of uncertainty and the rising number of known incidents are red flags calling for the dedication of greater resources to monitoring, detecting and analyzing anomalous activity in control system networks. Breaches of security that do not disrupt normal operations may still be detected, if trained and knowledgeable personnel armed with the requisite tools look for such breaches. The success of advanced persistent threats (APTs) depends on their operating at a sufficiently slow pace or below a level of network or system noise so as not to be noticed.

Rapid detection is key because the longer breaches remain unknown, the greater the potential impact. Due to the critical nature of many control systems, the documented rise in attacks on these systems12 and the potential impact of even brief operational disruptions, we investigated the time to detection.

For 39% of respondents, systems were breached for at least 24 hours before security staff became aware of the breach, and 20% reported that they could not determine how long the infiltration had been going on. For an additional 20%, breaches were not detected for more than a week, and 15% reported not knowing about the infiltration for more than a month, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Various industry reports show that security breaches often go undetected for great lengths of time, even exceeding our greatest answer option by multiples. Such lengthy times to detection provide more than enough time for attackers to complete their reconnaissance and install any illicit monitoring, reporting or disrupting malware. Greater amounts of time also allow attackers to remove the traces that would otherwise provide forensic investigators with the clues necessary to identify them, their actions and purposes. So it comes as no surprise that 44% never identified where the infiltrations or infections took place. Either attackers covered their tracks or the investigations carried out were not sufficient to find them.
Insider threats are recognized as a security problem in all industries. And, current employees were found to be responsible for at least one of their breaches by 25% of respondents (see Figure 8).

What was the identified source or sources of the infiltrations or infections?

Select all that apply.

- Unknown (sources were unidentified)
- Domestic intelligence services
- Foreign nation states/
  State-sponsored parties
- Activists, activist organizations, hacktivists
- Hackers
- Current service providers,
  consultants, contractors
- Competitors
- Former employees
- Former equipment
  providers, consultants, contractors
- Other

Figure 8. Identified Sources of Breaches

Percentage of respondents unable to identify the source of at least one breach

44%
Threat Vectors

Despite the attacks attributed to internal sources, external actors represent the most concerning threat vectors, chosen by 42% as the top threat and by 73% as one of the top three threats. In 2014, 25% chose external actors as the top threat, and 60% included that category in the top three threats. See Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Threat</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Threat</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks from Within the Internal Network</td>
<td>N/A N/A N/A N/A</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of IT into Control System Networks</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishing Scams</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Espionage</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extortion</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity Policy Violations</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nearly every other category shrank, with the exception of industrial espionage and extortion. Extortion ranked in the top three threats by 19% in 2015, up from 10% in 2014. This supports the impression that the Sony attack14 has had a significant impact on the public mind, given that it was generally characterized as an extortive situation.

Phishing Scams

A note of concern: Phishing scams fell even lower this year as a concern of respondents despite a growing body of evidence that this key weakness is frequently exploited by attackers.15 Underestimating the importance of protecting against phishing is the equivalent of not requiring background checks on security personnel. “For two years, more than two-thirds of incidents that comprise the Cyber-Espionage pattern have featured phishing. The user interaction is not about eliciting information, but for attackers to establish persistence on user devices, set up camp, and continue their stealthy march inside the network.”16

The integration of IT into control system networks, a new option chosen by 19% of respondents as the single greatest threat vector, was ranked in the top three by 46%. Those working in this field have long been aware of risks inherent to the introduction of IP-based technology and general-purpose computing devices into control systems. Acceleration of the trend in recent years has increased levels of concern. Awareness of the issues continues to grow, as does IT’s level of penetration.

13 Results in this table are rounded to the nearest integer for clarity in presentation. This might result in variation of 1 to 2% in total ranking.
14 www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2014/12/lessons_from_th_4.html
Access controls and anti-malware/antivirus continue to be the most commonly used security items in practitioners’ toolboxes, both being used by 83% of respondents. Both unidirectional (30%) and bidirectional gaps (66%) are implemented in more than twice as many environments as in 2014 (15% and 25%, respectively). Such results can be interpreted to mean an increasing number of asset owners and operators are segregating their control systems from their business counterparts, a highly important step to securing any networked system. Figure 9 provides a picture of the technologies in use and planned for implementation.

Despite economic challenges in some industrial sectors, it is notable that security awareness training has maintained both its current and forecast numbers (54% and 28%, respectively) and has not fallen to budget reductions.

**Figure 9. Technologies in Use to Protect Control Systems**

**TAKEAWAY:**

*Training is essential.*

Develop cross-functional teams and provide cross-training for all those involved in defending assets. Educate personnel about the new norm for asset protection. All companies, and especially those with critical infrastructure assets, are potential targets. Increasing the default level of asset protection raises the difficulty of mounting a successful attack and reduces the attractiveness of a target. Design security into the environment with appropriate choke points, active defense capabilities and written procedures to enact during an active incident.
Despite the relatively short period that anomaly detection tools have been available, 41% of respondents report using these technologies, and 30% intend to roll these capabilities out within the next 18 months. Communication whitelisting, another newer technique, is in 27% of our respondents' environments, with another 27% planning to implement it by the end of 2016.

Looking specifically at initiatives intended to increase ICS security, the clear leaders are performing security assessment/audit of control systems and control system networks, chosen by 49%, and security awareness training (41%). They are followed closely by increasing physical security to control access (27%). It is possible that incidents such as the PG&E substation attack continue to keep perception of risks in this area elevated.17

See Figure 10.

What are the top three most important initiatives for increasing the security of control systems and control system networks that your organization has planned for the next 18 months? Rank the top three, with “1” indicating the most important.

![Figure 10. Top Initiatives for Increasing Security](image-url)
Vendor Qualification

Considering the critical nature of Site Acceptance Testing (SAT) of industrial control system components, it is concerning that only 20% of respondents stated that qualification of security technologies by their ICS equipment vendors is mandatory, and even more concerning that 25% said it is only moderately important or not important. And 10% didn’t know how important it is to validate new security tools before introducing them into control systems. Most respondents (65%) consider vendor qualification of security technologies and solutions to be either highly important or mandatory.

Patch Management

The installation of vendor-validated patches on a regular schedule was the primary method used to handle patching in both 2014 and 2015. Results for 2015 are shown in Figure 11.

TAKEAWAY:
Use Vendor Qualification. Because many IT security technologies can disrupt normal operations in industrial environments, we recommend that all companies establish qualification plans with vendors to reduce potential risks.

We must stress here that failure to conduct regular and frequent patching is a tremendously risky posture. Numerous industry reports identify outdated patches as one of the largest and most commonly exploited points of vulnerability in both IT and control systems. A minimal patch management program must at least provide security practitioners an awareness of what software and systems are out of date so they can monitor for and protect against relevant exploits. For additional information, read information provided by the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA)18 and SANS.19

Data Collection

The great majority of our respondents collect and correlate log data from the devices they consider most at risk: network devices and general-purpose computing devices (see Figure 12).

Of the following system components, select those that you are collecting and correlating log data from.

- Network devices (firewall, switches, routers, gateways)
- Control system communication protocols used (Modbus, DNP3, Profinet, Profibus, Fieldbus, TCP/IP)
- Control system applications
- Computer assets (HMI, server, workstations) running commercial operating systems (Windows, UNIX, Linux)
- Wireless communication devices and protocols used in the automation system
- Embedded controllers and other components such as PLCs (programmable logic controllers) and other electronic devices
- OLE for process control (OPC)
- Other

Figure 12. Log Data Collection Points

Once again, OLE for Process Control (OPC) was rated as the least frequently monitored asset—even though it often provides communications between control systems and corporate networks. We noted last year that this role and lack of oversight makes OPC a highly attractive target for attackers seeking a point to pivot from business to operations networks—and it appears this remains true.
Network Documentation

Identifying and detailing connections and attached devices in a network is a key step in securing it, yet most (74%) of respondents believe their external connections are not fully documented. Whether external connections are opened by third parties, internal operators or others, many of these connections use the Internet as a conduit, exposing critical infrastructure to direct attack. The Internet of Things\(^\text{20}\) and Industrial Internet of Things\(^\text{21}\) trends will continue to drive proliferation of inter-network linkages and threat exposures for the foreseeable future.

Without specialized tools, tracing connections can be very time-intensive. Active scanning of control system environments can cause operational disruptions, and most active scanners are designed for identifying commercial OS vulnerabilities. ICS-specific passive traffic monitoring applications such as passive network anomaly detection systems can aid in scanning operations.

Assessing Security

As valuable as security assessments are, they are snapshots, and their accuracy and value diminish with age. The fact that 40% of respondents last performed an assessment more than six months ago and 9% have never done a security assessment of their control systems or control networks means many organizations are working with obsolete information. Although there is no one-size-fits-all frequency to performing security assessments,\(^\text{22}\) the risks of unknown exposures and vulnerabilities in critical infrastructure argue for minimal delays between assessments.

Most (69%) of the assessments carried out in respondents’ companies are performed by internal teams. However, people with the required skills and experience are in short supply and high demand, and very few operating companies have them on staff, which calls the value of the efforts of these internal teams into question.

\(^{22}\) www.supplychainbrain.com/content/general-scm/sc-security-risk-mgmt/single-article-page/article/key-steps-to-minimize-unplanned-downtime-and-protect-your-organization
Security Controls and Methodologies (CONTINUED)

Establishing a Secure ICS Program

- Develop and implement a security policy aligned with relevant standard(s). (See “The Security Policy” section later in this paper). Use policies and standards to guide the security program.
- Engage device and application vendors as partners in establishing and improving security. Communicate the expectation that secure systems are the foundational requirement for continued business relations.
- Require third-party security evaluations of software and devices. Where vulnerabilities are found, require remediation plans and progress reporting.
- Maximize security of operating systems through restrictive configuration settings and use of hardened systems whenever possible. Although Windows has a limited number of options from which to choose, Linux provides many secure distributions. Provide security training for staff to enable their implementation of these directives.
- Implement passive ICS network mapping and communications monitoring, configuration analysis tools and, where feasible without operational disruption, deep packet inspection of ICS protocols.
- Establish incident-handling procedures to return to a secure state. Once an intrusion is detected, assume all systems are compromised.
- Secure operating protocols (such as OPC), networks and devices capable of serving as pivot points.

WARNING

Active scanning and control networks. Never use an active scanner within an operational control network. It can disrupt operations. Most active scanners are tuned to identify vulnerabilities on commercial operating systems, not control system-embedded devices and applications. As a result, they do not identify weaknesses in control system cyber assets—the signatures they look for aren’t there.

Vulnerability Detection

No single tool can cover all exposures in control system networks, and security practitioners are well-served to use a variety. The largest number of respondents (59%) monitors CERT notifications. Evaluation and implementation of guidance from organizations like this and industry information-sharing groups should be continual and ongoing.

More of our participants have engaged with their equipment vendors in identifying and mitigating vulnerabilities (49%, up from 41% in 2014). This is a positive indication of the growing awareness of their own essential active and continuing role in protecting organization assets. See Figure 13.

We would like to see greater use of nondisruptive tools (passive monitoring designed specifically for the particular considerations of control systems and their networks) than the 42% represented in this survey.

What processes are you using to detect vulnerabilities within your control system networks? Select all that apply.

- Monitoring CERT notifications using an active vulnerability scanner
- Actively working to identify and mitigate vulnerabilities during acceptance testing phases
- Passive monitoring using a network sniffer (deep packet inspection)
- Waiting for our ICS vendors to tell us or send us a patch
- Other

Figure 13. Vulnerability Detection Processes
Threat Intelligence

Many respondents are following some recommended practices to detect threats aimed at their control systems: 49% have trained security staff, 45% use third-party intelligence from security vendors, 44% work with governmental agencies and 45% participate in industry information-sharing groups. Although all of these methods are valuable and complementary, they are not all in use by the same companies. As noted previously, a combination of intelligence tools is the best way to ensure asset protection.

We also observed a reduction in the number of respondents who rely on their own staff for their threat intelligence needs. Monitoring and tracking the flow of information regarding threats, threat actors and active attacks—as well as analyzing that data and producing targeted intelligence relevant to the specific considerations of each company—call for a specialized set of skills not commonly found in security practitioners.

Incident Reporting

When encountering signs of infection or infiltration, survey participants turn first to the same four groups: internal resources, government organizations, control system vendors and security consultants. A greater number of respondents consult with vendors (45%) and security consultants (38%) than in the past (37% and 33%, respectively in 2014). And they are significantly more likely to contact a cybersecurity solution provider than before (32% in 2015 compared with 21% in 2014). Figure 14 provides a complete breakdown.
Security Policy

Most (86%) respondents identified the individuals with responsibility for control system security policy as titled officers, including chief security officer, CIO, chief information security officer, information security officer and CEO. For 8% of respondents, no single individual set policy; rather, policy was set by committees, teams and boards. The evolving nature of the control system security landscape and the unique characteristics of each operation certainly appear to contribute to the diversity of models in use.

IT and control system networks are still very different environments,\textsuperscript{23} and a strong working knowledge of both is required to set and implement successful policies. We consider the involvement of cross-functional teams a positive indication that organizations are working to ensure inclusion of all aspects of the systems and networks involved.

Security Controls

To gain deeper insight into security responsibility, we also studied who implements the subsequent controls. It is no surprise to see that for 56% of respondents the asset owners/operators are chiefly responsible, with 40% tapping engineering management (see Figure 15).

Investigation of responses in the “Other” category revealed that 6% assign implementation of security controls to IT personnel. If such personnel are involved, it is essential that their IT-derived experience is sufficiently supplemented with ICS training. See Appendix A, “ICS Security Training,” for a selection of available options.

\textsuperscript{23} www.smartgridtoday.com/public/SECURITY-EXPERTS-Utility-IT-OT-still-miles-apart.cfm
Security Standards

Data from our 2014 survey indicated that the United States NIST Guide to SCADA and Industrial Control Systems Security was the primary standard in use, with 32% of respondents mapping to it and another 22% intending to follow suit. It appears that many moved forward with those plans, as 49% of respondents this year indicated they were mapping to NIST. NERC CIP was used by more respondents, moving from use by 20% in 2014 to 37% in this year’s survey. The Critical Security Controls (34%) and ISA99 (29%) are also used more frequently than in the past, as shown in Figure 16.

Which cybersecurity standards do you map your control systems to?
Select all that apply.

![Figure 16. Standards Mapping](image-url)
Systems Procurement

Securing existing assets and systems is inescapably important, but a full life-cycle approach includes security in procurement. We find this year’s results encouraging in that more respondents consider cybersecurity in their automation systems procurement process. The group indicating it does not consider cybersecurity in automation systems procurement process decreased, from 9% in 2014 to 6%. Those confirming they do consider cybersecurity grew to 35% (from 32% in 2014), while those who “somewhat” do also grew to 37% (from 35% in 2014). See Figure 17.

This growth, however small, is a positive trend. The question of who should bear the cost of increased security can be a contentious one, with both vendors and customers presenting business cases placing the burden on the opposite party. Whether operations or market share is at risk, everyone has a stake in preventing security breaches. We hope to see increasing consideration of cybersecurity in procurement processes drive greater efforts to include security from initial product design through disposal.

Figure 17. Consideration of Cybersecurity in the Procurement Process
IT-ICS Convergence

Ongoing issues arising from the continuing integration of commercial operating systems (Windows, Linux, UNIX) and open communication protocols into control system networks encouraged us to study how participants are dealing with this convergence of technologies.

Considering the magnitude of the changes that drive the trend, we wondered if participants have a plan as general-purpose devices and IP-based technologies continue to grow within control and automation system environments. The majority (83%) recognize the importance of having a security strategy to address the convergence of information and operational technologies. Unfortunately, only 47% actually have a strategy, as shown in Figure 18.

The changes associated with IT-ICS convergence have been ongoing, and many are both fundamental and far-reaching in effect. Although the unique considerations of each enterprise prevent the creation of a universal road map to deal with these changes, much guidance does exist on approaches to the problem. A simple Google search identifies many sources on the subject. It is clear the most serious mistake an organization could make would be not taking on the challenge of managing this convergence with a plan.

The survey also examined the collaboration between IT and control systems operations groups. The majority (70%) of our respondents noted a moderate level of such collaboration. We hope that the remaining 30% have acquired or developed the requisite knowledge and skills within their operations environments. On the positive side, 73% of respondents indicate a trend toward increased collaboration.

---


25 [www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1590814](http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1590814)

Another positive trend is that in 45% of the respondent companies, IT and operations jointly control the control systems security budget, as shown in Figure 19. This should promote recognition of common goals and further collaboration.

It is encouraging that 47% of respondents noted they had some insight into the budget. We consider that positive because it indicates that those in the trenches are at least partially involved in the budgeting process, likely including participation in setting priorities. Unfortunately, that leaves another 53% of respondents with no knowledge of the budgets. Figure 20 illustrates what we know about the control system security budgets after removing the responses of those with no knowledge.

Almost as many indicated a control system security budget of less than $100,000 (16%) as did a budget of $1M or more (19%), and exactly the same number (6%) have less than $20,000 for security (not counting those with no budget at all) as have more than $10M.
Conclusions

Multiple factors drive the increased targeting of control systems. Connections within and across network boundaries continue to grow at an accelerating rate, opening new points of exposure. The introduction of IP-based technology and general-purpose computing devices into operational environments is introducing new vulnerabilities along with their benefits. At the same time, the sophistication, capabilities, motivations and numbers of threat actors are also increasing.

To succeed at protecting these environments, control system and information security professionals need sufficient training, tools and support—not only so they can respond to ongoing attacks, but also so they can proactively identify and implement safeguards to prevent future ones. Yet, the survey suggests necessary resources may be lacking in many organizations. Rectifying this problem requires increasing cybersecurity budgets. We believe it essential that business leaders provide security practitioners with the tools, training and resources to gain the knowledge and insight needed to protect these critical assets.

Another challenge highlighted in the survey, a lack of visibility into control system equipment and network activity, continues to inhibit progress in securing assets and decreases confidence in the accuracy of self-evaluations of vulnerability levels and the number of breaches experienced.

The results are not all negative. On the positive side, we see collaboration between IT and control systems personnel on the rise, although there is much room for additional improvement. Similarly, products and services to improve insight are increasing in response to the need. We consider this crucial because vendors must also take an active role in developing solutions. No single party can solve all the problems that have grown in and around this space.

It is SANS’ hope that the entities with the most to lose, particularly the organizations built on the dependency and reliability of their control systems, will recognize the rising level of risk and focus their resources on addressing the serious threats to their continued operations. For our part, we will continue our mission to support them in their efforts.
Appendix A: ICS Security Training

A variety of ICS certifications and training resources are available.

**ICS Certifications**

**Global Industrial Cyber Security Professional (GICSP).** This certification combines the perspectives of IT, engineering and cybersecurity to provide vendor-neutral training to secure industrial control systems from design through retirement. See [www.giac.org/certification/global-industrial-cyber-security-professional-gicsp](http://www.giac.org/certification/global-industrial-cyber-security-professional-gicsp)

**Information Assurance Certification Review Board (IACRB) Certified SCADA Security Architect.** This certification provides documentation that the individual has the knowledge to be able to secure a power transmission, oil and gas, or water treatment industrial control system. See [www.iacertification.org/cssa_certified_scada_security_architect.html](http://www.iacertification.org/cssa_certified_scada_security_architect.html)


**Training Programs**

We have listed just two nonprofit organization training programs. There are, however, numerous commercial opportunities. For a more exhaustive listing, search using “ICS Security Training” to guide your efforts.


**The SANS Institute** offers self-paced online training as well as remote- and classroom-based instructor-led industrial control system security training through the SANS ICS curriculum. Course descriptions, instructors and a calendar of planned courses are available at [http://ics.sans.org](http://ics.sans.org)
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